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Abstract

Many (modernist) works of literature can
be understood by their associativeness, be
it constructed or “free”. This network-like
character of (modernist) literature has of-
ten been addressed by terms like “free as-
sociation”, connotation”, “context” or “in-
tertext”. This paper proposes an experi-
mental and exemplary approach to intra-
connect a literary corpus of the Austrian
writer Ilse Aichinger with semantic web-
technologies to enable interactive explo-
rations of word-associations.

1 Introduction

”Nearly all poetry is strongly associa-
tive.” (Cuddon, 2013, p. 58)

Large corpora are rich corpora. Following the
etymological routes of the word, Latin largus does
not mean “thick” and “coarse”, like the root of the
word “great”, but “plentiful” and “abundant”. The
difference between large and small corpora thus is
not the simple measure of quantitative size, but the
question of how to deal with it: a methodological
question.

For John Sinclair, for whom “the difference [be-
tween small and large corpora] must be method-
ological” (Sinclair, 2001, p. xi), “[t]he main virtue
of being large in a corpus is that the underly-
ing regularities have a better chance of showing
through the superficial variations” (Sinclair, 2004,
189). In the field of literary studies this “under-
lying regularities” can be various: a theme, plot,
motif, sujet and fabula, device, meaning, rhetoric,
trope, style, metric, sound or others. But all these
refer to a specific text, which can be gathered as a
corpus — and, as a digital corpus, analysed with
computational methods. A traditional approach of
analysing texts, called “close reading”, has been

extended by a method roughly labelled as “dis-
tant reading”, which tries to analyse not just one
text, but a plenty. If one doesn’t understand these
terms as opposites, but as different moments of
the same process, one can get to read texts close
via distant readings and vice versa (Jänicke et al.,
2015; Scrivner and Davis, 2017; Jockers, 2013),
more or less as Hans-Georg Gadamer describes
the structure of understanding as a “circle of whole
and part” (Gadamer, 2004, p. 302–5) (although
“whole” probably is a hole).

This constant moving between macro- and
micro-structure, requires an interactive work-
frame without delay, which, depending on the size
of the corpus, can be difficult to obtain and the
idea of lessen the corpus may occur. One of the
apparently most natural processes before or after
Natural Language Processing (NLP) is the exclu-
sion of stop-words. This crucial intervention alters
the corpus drastically and deletes merely seem-
ingly ’meaningless’ words like the copula “and”,
which could be a decisive stylistic factor for an au-
thor. Such filtering methods, which are important
for making corpora suitable for analysis, reduce
the richness and thereby the largeness of a corpus.
Usual literary corpora may not reach the quanti-
tative size of comparable corpora from Linguis-
tics in their quantitative scale, but may tend there,
when they focus on connections between words.

In the following, I want to discuss a project
that deals with texts of a specific author (Ilse
Aichinger), whose corpus, which we finished
to build in TEI-XML1 (Text Encoding
Initiative, Extensible Markup
Language), is small in quantitative size (about

1We is a group of students under supervision of Christine
Ivanovic from the Institute of Comparative
Literature at the University of Vienna
and Hanno Biber from Academiae Corpora at the
Austrian Academy of Sciences: Marlene Csillag,
Katharina Godler, Mathias Müller, Katrin Rohrbacher,
Gilbert Waltl and myself.
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400.000 tokens), but rich regarding its literary
interconnectivity (Fässler, 2011; Thums, 2013;
Pelz, 2009; Markus, 2015). After discussing
the work of Ilse Aichinger and which problems
occurred to us in the process of annotating
place-names, I want to propose an interactive
visualisation-method, which is based on technolo-
gies of the semantic web. For this purpose the
XML-files had to be converted to a RDF-format
(Resource Description Framework).
Finally, I present an exemplary, very short study
of three words from the corpus in an open-source
visualization-framework, named “RelFinder”
(Heim et al., 2010). This not only offers ’new’
questions for the field of literary studies, but
enables us to see other connections between texts,
discovering mediating terms and second-order
mediations.

2 Places in the corpus :aichinger

Places play an eminent role in the writing of Ilse
Aichinger (1921–2016). In order to protect her
mother, whom the Nazi-regime labelled as “half-
Jewish”, she did not emigrate from National So-
cialist Vienna, where she survived second world
war. Places trigger a process of remembrance, and
thus “the vanished” acquire a literary presence in
their absence (Fässler, 2011, p. 26). The places
’touch’ Aichinger in her present being (Thums,
2013, p. 193): “The places, which we looked at,
look at us” (Aichinger, 2001, my translation, AD),
as she writes in a short text. But place-names are
not simply uttered or just staging the scene, they
also “carry the plot”, as she once noted herself
(Aichinger, 1991b, p. 179, my translation, AD).

The difficulties in the annotating-process have
been diverse and can be summed up in the ques-
tion: How to define a literary place? This ques-
tion arose probably because of the very different
’styles’ Aichinger exhibits in her entire oeuvre,
which spans over 60, transformative years, from
her first published text 1945 to her last one 2005.
The annotating group faced texts, where very
different place-types turned up: fictitious place-
names, moving places, acting places, existing
place-names, which do not refer to their real place-
reference, but also place-names that can be lo-
cated on a traditional map. The group agreed, that,
at least as a first step, only place-names should
be annotated, which can be located on a map.
Additionally to a light TEI-encoding (with page-

Figure 1: Exemplary screenshot of a TEI-XML-
file.

breaks, line-breaks, divisions and headings with
corresponding publication dates and genre, para-
graphs, stage directions, speaker and speeches,
line-groups and lines), place-names were manu-
ally annotated by using the “referencing string”-
tag (rs) with the attribute (type) “place” (see
Fig. 1).

This resulted in about 1.800 references to real
places. Previous scholarly works have not seen
this multitude of references in the text (Schmid-
Bortenschlager, 2001). Moreover the text with the
most quantity and diverse real-place-references
(”Nachricht vom Tag”) is, surprisingly or not, one
which among Aichinger-scholars is very rarely
discussed (see figure 2). Further it could be shown,
that real-place-references are not exclusive but
predominant in Aichinger’s later work (see Fig. 3).
Previously similar results have been shown with
simple text-query-statistics (Frank and Dittrich,
2015, p. 52–53).

Although promising techniques of automatic
place-name-recognition are in development (Bor-
net and Kaplan, 2017) the annotations have been
made manually. The special challenge in this case
was, to get to terms relating to the different types
of place-references. Mahler and Dünne proposed
to differ between “topography” and “topology”
(Dünne and Mahler, 2015, p. 6). Topographi-
cal entities operate in a semantic reference system
and can therefore be mapped. Topological enti-
ties operate in a syntactic relation system and are
therefore able to get located in a network. It is not
easy to differ between those two categories in ev-
ery case. The notion of “Dover” for example can
refer both to the real place in the south of Great
Britain and be an empty signifier not referring to
anything at all (Aichinger, 1991a). Only out of this
undecidable entanglement the playful meaning of
the text arises. To grasp the interwoven conjunc-
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Figure 2: Network-view of all tagged place-names: nodes are place-names, edges are text-divisions.

The cluster in the upper left corner represents the place-names in the text “Nachricht vom Tag”.

This graph can be explored online: http://homepage.univie.ac.at/andreas.dittrich/
aichinger-rsnet. Visualization made with Gephi and sigmajs.org.

Figure 3: A time-based view (first publication) of

place-name-frequency per characters.

tion of topographic and topologic entities it is im-

perative to first address them separately. But al-

though this distinction is useful for first steps, it

does not exhaust the many possibilities of place-

references in literature. To name just a few, which

we encountered:

• place-names referring to real places and

which are mappable;

• common place-names like “kitchen” or

“park”;

• fictional places like a “fan”;

• and place-names that simply cannot be lo-

cated like “Port Sing”.

3 Towards an exploratory framework

Heinz Schafroth suggested to read the texts of

Aichinger “associative” (Schafroth, 1976, p. 130),

that is to say: reading the intra-connectivity of

the different texts. Following this proposal, we

can represent the texts as a network and make it

explorable as such. Simple methods in Corpus-

Studies work with types or word-forms and an-

swer questions like: where, how often and in

which context can I find a specific word in the cor-

pus. Even queries about co-occurrences of words

are possible. But how about words that share the

same co-occurrences, but not the same words?

Say, for example, the word “Vater” occurs in a

set of texts A, “Mutter” in a set of texts B. Let

us call the overlapping of shared words AB. Now,

there are texts, which share words with the set of

text A, not B, but share words with a set of texts

C, which share words with B (see Fig. 4). This

set of texts C can be interesting for analysis —

and maybe this is, what Peirce called “abductive

reasoning” —, but it would be difficult to reach

within the boundaries of conventional queries.

A SPARQL-server (Apache Jena Fuseki),

which stores RDF-files, is used. If a simple RDF-

turtle-file would contain the following informa-
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A AB B

C

Figure 4: Illustration of set of texts.

tion:

@prefix word: <ia.net/words#>.
@prefix rel: <ia.net/relat#>.
word:father rel:str "Father".
word:father rel:tr word:vater.
word:vater rel:str "Vater".

a simple query could look like this:

SELECT ?o1 ?p2 ?o2
WHERE {

?m1 ?p1 ?o1 .
?m1 ?p2 ?m2 .
?m2 ?p3 ?o .

}

which would result in a formatted output like this:

"Father" rel:tr "Vater"

To this end, the TEI-XML-files have to be con-
verted in RDF, for which an special Python-
program had to be written. In the RDF-file all
words, which are in the same division of text, are
connected with each other (this is useful, because
Aichinger mainly wrote short texts); date-, genre-
and place-annotations are linked to the division
(see Fig. 5).

To explore such a network not only by its “most
frequent” or “most linked” terms one needs to be
able to move inside of this network intuitively.
Text-corpora of about 400.000 tokens could result
in a network of about 81 billion connections. But
immediate interactive and visual exploration of
these networks is needed. It should be possible to
alter the graph (for example to add, drag or remove
certain nodes or edges) and see the results without
delay. Developed for the so-called semantic web,

Figure 5: Exemplary screenshot of a RDF-file.

which works with structured data, the open-source
software “RelFinder” offers a suitable framework
to make such interactive queries (see http://
relfinder.visualdataweb.org).

See Fig. 6 for an example of how the words
“vater”, “mutter” and “kind” are related: five texts
appear in the center of the graph, which share
the three words. What may catch the eye of an
Aichinger-scholar is the centrality of the term “au-
genblick” (blink of an eye, moment), which is cen-
tral to her concept of “hope” (Thums, 2013, p.
193–196), which leads to her novel “The Greater
Hope” (Aichinger, 2016). And it not only seems
to connect all other nodes but it connects most
of the nodes, which are connected with the three
searched ones. “Die Zumutungen des Atmens”
for example is connected to “mutter”, “vater” and
“kind”, but also to “augenblick”, which it shares
with “Die Spiegelgeschichte”. (The same can be
said for “Die größere Hoffnung” (chapter), “Eliza
Eliza” (text) and “Die Schwestern Jouet” (drama).
The only Text, which does not share “augenblick”,
but all other words, is “Bin noch immer positiv!”.)
Although some text do not share all the searched
words, many of them share the word “augenblick”.
It is possible to lessen the graph’s output by differ-
ent mechanisms. See Fig. 7 where all relations,
that are direct only, are faded out. The nodes “au-
genblick” and “Die Spiegelgeschichte” stay in the
center and suggest a high connectivity.

4 Conclusion and Discussion

Although the presented approach is in develope-
ment and not all possibilities are exhausted yet, it
could be shown what the basic idea enables: Find-
ing maybe unexpected connections between texts
and by this, enabling new insights into already
known connections and discovery of unknown in-
terrelations. The concept of “Augenblick” has al-
ready been in the focus of Aichinger-scholars, but
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Figure 6: A view of all associations of “vater”, “mutter” and “kind” in the corpus :aichinger with
RelFinder.

Figure 7: A selected view of the associations: Only those nodes are displayed whose connections are not
only direct.
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not in the perspective of its relatedness to other
texts and words.

A crucial point in this types of visualisations is
the eclipse of the dimension of time. The graph
seems to suggest, that these words are used in a
timeless space. I tried to adjust this by listing
meta-data with first publications-date and genre on
the left side of the screen. To make it easier to read
the texts in their entire context, the book and page-
number, where the texts can be found, are listed.

Of course some methodological problems do
persist in this approach. One, that troubles me ba-
sically, is that this approach seems to assume that
words mean the same in different contexts. But
they don’t. Not even in, or maybe most notably
not in literature. By unifying different singular oc-
currences of a word to one word-type, the singular
use in a singular context gets covered. One has
to be vigilant to not level important differences.
Ilse Aichinger wrote a text called “Hemlin”, which
performs the variability of words by using the un-
translatable (or exactly translatable) word “Hem-
lin” in various ways (Markus, 2015, p. 89–90) and
questions the – sometimes undue – unifying drive
of scientific methods: “Hemlin must be a monu-
ment, round, makes trouble.” (Wolf and Hawkey,
2010, p. 191). Hemlin.
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